SHANE WARNE ANNOUNCES STEM CELL HAIR REGROWTH
THERAPY PROGRAMME TO HELP IN FIGHT AGAINST HAIR LOSS
ADVANCED HAIR STUDIO NEW TELEVISION COMMERCIAL LAUNCHES NEW TECHNOLOGY

SHANE WARNE ANNOUNCES STEM CELL BREAKTHROUGH TO HELP IN FIGHT AGAINST HAIR LOSS

Shane Warne will announce a scientific breakthrough in the battle against hair loss for men and women with the unveiling of Advanced Hair Studio’s
incredible new Stem Cell Hair Regrowth Therapy programme at 10.30am Thursday 10th November at Advanced Hair Studio (AHS) head office 15-17
Lansdowne St, East Melbourne.
"I've seen AHS produce amazing advancements in helping people with their hair loss over the years from the strand by strand process to laser
therapy and now with the help of this breakthrough technology through stem cell research " says Shane Warne who has been with AHS for 12 years.

Carl Howell the Chairman and founder of AHS says "The program is the result of years of study in stem cell research which has led to this
breakthrough in hair loss treatment which is designed for self-application. The easy, hygienic at-home program can be used in conjunction with
Advanced Hair Studio’s Laser Therapy or as a stand-alone treatment. The 10-week program requires micro-needling and application of the formula
once per week, coupled with bi-weekly applications of hair serum. Each application takes just 15 minutes to apply."

"We are incredibly excited to debut this breakthrough in hair loss technology. This treatment will be life changing to those suffering from Androgenic
Alopecia, or low self-esteem due to hair loss or baldness. The growth factors program produces the most natural results using stem cell technology."
Concludes Howell.

“This new Stem Cell Hair regrowth programme is revolutionary and is the result of over 20 years scientific work by some of the world’s leading bio
scientists who have used stem cell research to uncover the secret behind our biological cells. Elite scientists have persisted through tens of thousands
of cell research projects to understand our cells, how they work and why they age. Their game-changing discovery shows how “re-activating” signals
that were previously dormant can enable our cells to restore, repair and rejuvenate themselves once again. This is the ultimate breakthrough for Hair
Loss brought to the public globally by AHS.” Explains AHS stem cell expert Stephen Jeffrey.

To see the new Advanced Hair Studio television commercial with Shane Warne go to https://goo.gl/ysGTzy
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